Launceston Freelance Festival
April 29 - May 1, 2018
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Welcome to the inaugural Launceston Freelance
Festival where Australia’s top freelancers will share
their success secrets with you.
This exciting event features a variety of workshops,
panel discussions, talks, and lectures, all of which
could help you launch your own media business.
While you’re here, you’ll have ample time to network
with other freelancers and to enjoy the peace and
beauty of Launceston and its surrounds.
We’re also launching the ‘Tasmanian Women in Media’
branch, which is another festival highlight.
We’re delighted you’re here and we hope you have a
wonderful experience.

venue

dinner & entertainment
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Sunday Afternoon network drinks
4:00pm 6:00pm

Wine Tasting
Join award-winning winemaker Fran Austin for an afternoon sampling a selection of wine and sparklings from
Delamere Wineries. Fran will talk about the wine making process and how a girl from Kalgoorlie ended up making
pristine cold climate wines in the heart of the Tamar Valley.
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Monday Morning Schedule: Room 1
8:00am 9:00am

BREAKFAST
Women in Media Launch
Featuring guest speaker Tracey Spicer AM

9:30am 9:45am

WELCOME
Why I started the Festival, what you’re in for over the next couple of days.
Susan Bell, founder Launceston Freelance Festival
What’s new at the Walkleys
How our work is changing, updates to the awards, and other opportunities for freelancers.
Louisa Graham

9:45am10:30am

KEYNOTE
How to build your business at speed
Ginger Gorman’s freelancing success has been REALLY fast, it’s a great story with some really good tips. Like, is it
worth making a loss on an investigative story if it sparks a national debate and creates real change? It is for Ginger,
who will talk about how she divides her time between the work that pays the bills, and the stories that light a fire in her
soul. And why balancing both can work so well.
Ginger Gorman

10:30am-11:00
11:00am11:55am

Morning Tea

IN CONVERSATION
Behind Australia’s #MeToo
Collaborating with other journalists on a major investigative project, and a powerful social media campaign, helped
Tracey Spicer bring the #TimesUp movement to Australia.
Tracey Spicer AM
Catherine Zengerer
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Monday Afternoon Schedule
Room 1
12:00pm - PANEL
Trolls & Digital Security
1:00pm
It’s a jungle out there, and
research has shown that keyboard
warriors save a particular kind
of vitriol for women. To deal with
trolls, we need to understand
their psychology. Who are they?
What do they want? Why do
they operate in international
syndicates? How do we stay
safe online? And what does the
community need to do to sort this
out? You’ll also learn some basic
strategies for online best practice
and how to protect yourself
from trolls, bullies, cybershamers
and cyberstalkers.
Ginger Gorman
Tracey Spicer AM
Moderator: Lindy Alexander
1:00pm- 2pm
2:00pm2:55pm

Room 2

Room 3

WORKSHOP
From Excel to Excellence: How
to reduce the time, stress and
expense of managing your
freelance business.
You get into freelancing because
of the passion you have for your
craft, not to spend your time
administering spreadsheets,
pursuing lost receipts and
chasing tardy clients for
payment. It doesn’t have to be
like that! earn about the benefits
of using a cloud solution, how
to evaluate which accounting
software is best for you, and
the easiest way to get up and
running so you can focus on
your passion.
Oliver Garside
Grant McCall

WORKSHOP
Podcasting 101
The Bearded Geeks take you behind the
scenes of their aptly named podcast. They’ll
talk through how the idea came about, the
equipment they use (with a quick demo), the
planning process for episodes and how to
upload and promote the finished podcast.
You’ll take away tips and tricks for starting
and continuing a conversation-style podcast
(beers with your best friends optional).
Bobby Baxter
Brent Jago
Patrick Brown

lunch

PANEL
The Bigger Picture
From fan art to working for Marvel Comics and MTV Patrick Brown, Bobby Baxter and Brent Jago share their journey.
They will talk about what it’s like to work as freelance artists, how to build an audience and push your creative ideas to
the next level. As long as you do what you love and enjoy your art, you can really reach some unbelievable goals
Bobby Baxter, Patrick Brown, Brent Jago. Moderator: Chris Rattray
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Monday Afternoon Schedule (continued)
Room 1

Room 2

Room 3

3:00pm
3:55pm

SESSION
MEAA business skills primer
What are you worth? Katelin will
take you through the basics of
negotiating payment rates and
contracts.
Katelin McInerney

4:00pm4:30pm

KEYNOTE
Lessons from the Freelancer’s Year
In an act of radical vulnerability,
Lindy Alexander blogged her first
year as a full time freelancer. She
shared her progress unflinchingly,
and with all the gory (dollar-bydollar) details. Even she was
amazed at how successful her
very public experiment was.
Here Lindy shares the biggest
things she learned about making
the move to full time freelance,
pitching editors, running a small
business, making a great living
and making your own luck.
Lindy Alexander

WORKSHOP (2 hours)
Finding your voice
A powerful and consistent voice
can be a subliminal force that
literally drives a story. It can
capture the reader, grip them
and make them listen. It can
also take hold of the writer and
make them write - in a strange
way, the writer is at the same
time the reader, or perhaps more
precisely, the listener.

WORKSHOP
The Studio in Your Pocket
It’s often said that the best camera is
the one in your pocket. But how can we
improve the audio and visual quality of our
mobile footage? In this workshop Chris
will demonstrate some simple tips and
tricks to capture better quality footage and
introduce some editing options to consider,
with hands-on examples.
Chris Rattray

4:30pm
4:45pm

Program wrap-up

In this workshop you will explore
through writing exercises the
multitude of choices a writer
can make, both consciously and
unconsciously, to form a voice
that compels you to listen.
Anna Dusk
(runs until 5pm)
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Monday Evening - Social Events: Penny Royal
5:30pm 6:00pm

Matthew Brady Boat Ride
Jump on a boat ride for some pre-dinner thrills and discover the exploits of bushranger Matthew Brady in a watery
tour of Tasmania’s penal past.

6.00pm
10:00pm

Network Dinner and entertainment by comedian Rachel Berger. Join one of Australia’s best comedians as she
delivers a stand-up routine especially prepared for festival participants.
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Tuesday Morning Schedule
8.00am - BREAKFAST
8.50am
The Future of Work
What does the future of work look like and how do we meet the challenges ahead? Dr Marcus Bowles, Geneveive
Cother and Ryan Trainor will discuss emerging employment, education and training pathways to help freelancers
remain skilled and relevant within a rapidly changing work environment: Topics include:
Digitalisation of Business, Design Thinking, Business Innovation, Human Capital and Leadership and Action Learning.
Dr Marcus Bowles, Genevieve Cother, Ryan Trainor: Lincoln Trainor (Moderator)
9:00am 9:45am

KEYNOTE
Collective Action
Freelance journalist Nina Hendy founded the Freelance Collective to empower Australian freelance creatives across
23 disciplines to build relationships with clients from around the globe. She opens up about what it was like building a
platform utilising only Australian freelancers, and reveals the challenges along the way. What risks did she experience
and what has been the response from clients search for freelance talent? Nina Hendy

9:45am10:30am

IN CONVERSATION
Trade Your Office for Bali
Have laptop, will travel. Hear from two brothers who’ve made the digital nomad life work for them. What is a digital
nomad? Someone who can work from anywhere, anytime. Is it for everyone? What are the essential skills for making
this lifestyle work?
Ryan Trainor, Lincoln Trainor & Sue White

10:30am-11:00

Morning Tea

11:00am- WORKSHOP
11:55am Media Training 101
Freelance journalists Sue White and Ginger Gorman
have forty years combined experience in the media. As
Media Bootcamp, the pair helps others nail their next
interview, and in this session they’ll provide tips for
freelancers keen on looking and sounding their best
when they are in front of a camera or on the receiving
end of a journalist’s questions.
Sue White & Ginger Gorman

WORKSHOP (2 Hours)
The Joke’s on You
Even if you have no interest in your local open mic night,
knowing the structures and rhythms of comedy can be great
for your storytelling skills. Join Rachel Berger to learn just
how useful it can be to make people laugh. From personal
stories and memoir to sending memorable pitches. You’ll
take away strategies and exercises for writing humour and
developing ideas, some newfound confidence, and maybe
even a few jokes.
Rachel Berger
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Tuesday Afternoon Schedule
12:00pm 1:00pm

Room 1

Room 3

PANEL
WORKSHOP
Books and Publishing
The Joke’s on You (con’t)
The saying goes that everyone
has a book in them - but most
of us stumble at getting it out.
Hear from two writers who’ve
approached it differently, from
self-publishing to traditional
publishing. They’ll discuss how
to manage a major writing
project, including how to run a
crowdfunding campaign & more.
Johanna Baker-Dowdell, Anna
Dusk, Chris Gallagher (Moderator)

1:00pm- 2pm
2:00pm2:55pm

Room 2

WORKSHOP
Podcasting 101 (repeat)
The Bearded Geeks take you behind the
scenes of their aptly named podcast.
They’ll talk through how the idea came
about, the equipment they use (with a
quick demo), the planning process for
episodes and how to upload and promote
the finished podcast. You’ll take away tips
and tricks for starting and continuing a
conversation-style podcast (beers with
your best friends optional).
Bobby Baxter. Patrick Brown
Brent Jago

Lunch
PANEL
Gatherings: Creating, curating and
running events, and why they’re
great business.
While more and more of our lives
takes place online, a hunger to
connect in person at events is
growing. Our panel talk about
what it takes to establish and
schedule an event, how to
find sponsorship and support,
and how to organise and brief
speakers.
Liz Frankham, Ryan Limb,
Chris Gallagher ,
Moderator: Anna Magnus

WORKSHOP
Reporting Islam
This award-winning project
developed resources to help
journalists when they’re
reporting on stories involving
Muslims. This practical session
will explore stereotypes and
their dangers, how journalists
can approach cultural sensitivity,
and help you develop esources
and reporting tips You’ll leave
with strategies to help you report
fairly, accurately, and ethically,
and a toolkit to report news.
Jaqui Ewart, Griffith University

WORKSHOP
How to get started as a travel writer
For many freelancers, the idea of travel
writing is a holy grail. But travel writing is
not just a holiday. Sue White shares her
advice on how to interest an editor in a
travel story, tips for making the most of
trips, and the realities of life on the road.
Sue White
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Tuesday Afternoon Schedule
3:00pm 4:00pm

WRAP UP
Where to from here?
General discussion and Q&A open to the audience. Farewells and future networking events.

Sponsors
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Lindy Alexander

Session
• The Freelancers Year
• Trolls and Digital Security
Lindy is a Victorian freelance writer who regularly
contributes to some of Australia's best-known and wellloved publications such as Sunday Life, Delicious., The
Saturday Paper and The Age/Sydney Morning Herald.
She has a PhD in social work and predominantly writes
about social issues, food, health and travel.
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Johanna Baker-Dowdell

session
• Books and publishing
Johanna Baker-Dowdell is a writer, journalist and public
relations consultant who successfully published her
book, Business & Baby on Board, using crowd funding.
Johanna will share her story of running a crowd funding
campaign twice on the website Pozible, as well as the
benefits of building an online network for writers and
creators.
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Bobby Baxter

sessions
• The bigger picture
• WORKSHOP: Podcasting 101
Bobby is a professional animator and storyboard artist
who has lent his skills to a number of different projects
including TV shows for MTV and Comedy Central, an
animated feature film, video games and E-Learning
courses. He has also written, drawn and self-published
his own comic called Brown Fury which he launched at
the New York Comic-Con in 2016.
He recently moved back to Launceston, Tasmania to
pursue a freelance career after many years working and
studying in Melbourne. Currently he is a senior animator
working on the children’s television series Nate Is Late
and a co-host for The Bearded Geeks podcast.
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Susan Bell

Sessions
• Welcome host & final thoughts
Susan Bell is a Media Production Manager who has
worked for MTV, Channel 4 and magazines in Melbourne
and London. She is currently working for BSchool, an
education start-up, to create innovative online material.
Sue has worked as an educator, teaching media and digital
media at Universities, TAFE, private colleges and schools;
she also presents sessions and workshops on digital tools
at conferences around Australia.
Sue’s interest in founding the freelance festival is driven
by the need to provide networking opportunities and
professional development for the expanding community of
freelancers in the “gig economy”.
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Rachel Berger

Session
• WORKSHOP: Comedy
Rachel is one of Australia’s favourite stand-up comedians
and a woman of remarkably diversified talents. In addition
to playing the xylophone and carving avocado pips into
small Buddhas she’s recently stopped feeling guilty.
Rachel has worked variously as a comedian, broadcaster,
novelist, columnist, agitator and television entertainer.
She’s taken four solo shows to the Edinburgh Fringe
Festival and her dynamic presence and engagingly
sharp observations have made her an extremely popular
performer both live and on television, across Australia and
overseas.
Rachel's high public profile has done much to establish the
position of women in comedy providing a distinctive voice
for women's opinions and viewpoints.
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Dr Marcus Bowles

session
•

The future of work

Marcus is the director of The Institute for Working
Futures where he undertakes extensive international
research and consultancies into the future of work and
learning; the design of agile organisations, capability
frameworks; reinventing tertiary education systems;
and the creation of dynamic workforce development
solutions.
His main focus is on predicting, defining and building the
capabilities required for the future workforce and assists
individuals, firms and regions to develop the capabilities
required to succeed in the digital economy. Marcus
is currently an adjunct professor at Deakin University,
Centre for Regional and Rural Futures.
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Patrick Brown

Sessions
• The bigger picture
• WORKSHOP: Podcasting 101
Patrick is a Launceston based artist. Patrick has been
creating fan art for the past10 years and posting it in his
online gallery. This opened up a world of opportunities and
he has had numerous magazine features over the years,
from the Official Playstation Magazine to ImagineFX.
Patrick has been hired by companies including IO
Interactive (Hitman franchise), Naughty Dog (The Last of
Us), and CD Projekt Red/DeviantART (The Witcher) to do
full pieces of art. His latest artwork can be found in Marvel.
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Genevieve Cother

session
•

The future of work

Genevieve is the Business Development Manager for
The Action Learning Institute, a private research and
training organisation using principles of action learning
and human-centred design to develop an alternative
education system.
The Action Learning Institute has been instrumental
in establishing Business Action Learning Tasmania, a
cluster of businesses learning with and from each other
through collaborative action learning programs, and is the
first education institution in the world to deliver nationally
recognised qualifications entirely through action learning.
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Anna Dusk

sessions
• WORKSHOP: Finding your voice
• Books and publishing
Since get-go I have known I was a writer – but destiny
does not mean an easy path. In-human was published
in 2010 (Transit Lounge) after 8 years searching for a
publisher. I finished the sequel How much a human body
contains a few years back, and it is yet to be published.
I write about teenage werewolves who live in the Midlands
of Tasmania. These novels are illustrated fairy tales for
adults. They are confronting and strange.
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Jacqui Ewart

session
• WQRKSHOP: Reporting Islam
Jacqui is an Associate Professor at Griffith University.
Jacqui was a journalist and media manager for a decade
and has researched and written about news media
coverage of cultural diversity and Muslims for more than
20 years.
She is the leader of the award winning Reporting Islam
project, which is developing resources to help journalists
when reporting on stories involving Muslims. Jacqui is
the author of Haneef: A Question of Character and coauthor of Media Framing of the Muslim World: Conflicts,
Crises and Contexts. She also researches communication
before during and after disasters.
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Liz Frankham

session
• Gatherings: Creating, curating and running events,
and why they’re great business.
Liz is passionate about Arts and Culture, and its ability
to add economic value and livability to one’s Place. She
knows the value of working collaboratively, and that
arts and culture can lead the charge to drive economic
growth and activate Launceston and the north.
Liz has extensive experience in project management,
tourism, and the arts, and has worked with many of
Tasmania’s leading arts organisations., from MONA in
the south to The Glover Art Prize in the north.
She is currently the Chair of Junction Arts Festival and
one of the organisers of Effervescence Tasmania, the
annual celebration of Tasmania’s top sparkling wines.
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Chris Gallagher

sessions
• Gatherings: Creating, curating and running events,
and why they’re great business.
• Books and publishing
Chris is the former Director of the Tasmanian Writers
Centre, and has worked widely across the literature sector
as well as in theatre and the film industry. She holds
an Honours degree in English Language and Literature
(Sydney University) and was Founding Director of the
Australian Script Centre.
She was the Director of the Victorian Writers’ Centre (now
Writers Victoria) and an advisor with Screen Tasmania.
Her passion is to facilitate powerful storytelling and to
engage with diverse communities. Chris began her career
working with Hobson’s Press in Cambridge, UK.
She was awarded an Asialink residency in 2013/14 with
the Jaipur Literature Festival in India.
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Oliver Garside

session
• WORKSHOP: From Excel to Excellence: How to
reduce the time, stress and expense of managing
your freelance business
Oliver joined Rounded as COO in early 2016 when
the app was in it’s initial beta phase. Amongst other
responsibilities he heads up Rounded’s Customer
Success program and interacts with Rounded users daily.
Oliver has a deep understanding of the business
challenges faced by freelancers and is uniquely
positioned to share insights into the journey from Excel
to Excellence.
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Ginger Gorman

sessions
• KEYNOTE: How to build your business at speed
• Trolls & Digital Security
• WORKSHOP: Media Bootcamp 101
Ginger is an award-winning print and radio journalist
based in the Australian Capital Territory. She has a cache
of producing, presenting, reporting and multi-platform
skills and is an adept writer, public speaker, and mentor
in journalism.
During her media career Ginger has worked for ABC
Local Radio, ABC Emergency, Triple J, Radio Netherlands
Worldwide and Fairfax Community Newspapers. Her
freelance work has been published in print and online
in news.com.au, The Guardian, The Age, Daily Life,
Mamamia and Her Canberra.
In 2006 Ginger was the first ABC employee to win the
prestigious World Press Institute Fellowship, based in
the United States.
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Louisa Graham

session
• What’s new at the Walkleys?
Louisa has worked with the Walkley Foundation since
2007 and was appointed Chief Executive in February 2018
after holding the position of General Manager since 2011.
Her priority has been to drive funding and partnerships
to deliver a network that positions the Foundation at the
heart of the Australian media.
Louisa has a background in both not-for-profit
management and the media, having worked for United
Nations Women, The Australian Institute of International
Affairs, the Sydney Writers’ Festival and the Ten Network.
Louisa has also managed national community awareness
campaigns for both White Ribbon Day and the Australian
Republican Movement.
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Nina Hendy

Session
• KEYNOTE: Collective Action
Nina is a freelance business journalist & wordsmith,
writing both on the editorial and content sides of the
fence.
After cutting her teeth in regional newspapers, Nina
worked in a business magazine. She began freelancing
15 years ago, heading out on her own eight years ago
during the GFC. She was asked to write a weekly column
with SMH media & marketing pages the following week,
and hasn’t looked back.
Nina is also the founder of The Freelance Collective – an
curated community of top Australian creative freelancers
in 23 categories. She and a small group of Australian
freelancers launched the platform to empower creative
talent to be easier for clients to find online and build
relationships with their clients.
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Brent Jago

sessions
• The bigger picture
• WORKSHOP: Podcasting 101
Brent is a sponge for all things pop culture and will
happily talk for hours about his favourite films, comics
and video games. He has dabbled in several creative
outlets over the years including drawing, writing,
photography and graphic design. Teaming up with his
friends; artist and animator, Bobby Baxter and illustrator,
Patrick Brown, The Bearded Geeks Podcast was born.
A weekly grab-bag of topics covering movies, comic
books, video games and TV – the boys come together
each week to wax lyrical about all their favourite things
in the ever growing world of popular culture (and have a
couple of cheeky beers while they’re at it).
Brent hopes to expand the podcast over the coming years
and move the show into other creative mediums.
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Ryan Limb

session
• Gatherings: Creating, curating and running events,
and why they’re great business.
Ryan has been involved in the Tasmanian events scene
for over 10 years, forging a career in the industry as
an enthusiastic and hardworking production & events
manager. Ryan has now started his new role as
operations manager at Junction Arts Festival for the
2018 event.
For the past three years Ryan has been part owner and
director of Vibestown Productions who host events such
as Party in the Paddock, Royal Eve, Til The Wheels Fall
Off plus event management for many other Launceston
festivals & events.
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Anna Magnus

session
• Gatherings: Creating, curating and running events,
and why they’re great business.
Anna has been with the Walkley Foundation nearly ten
years, since starting in 2007. Previously she has worked
for not-for-profit and corporate organisations, and she’s
passionate making tailoring and producing events that
achieve an organisation’s goals. Working solo in the
Walkleys’ Brisbane office, Anna is the producer and
manager of all state media awards held around Australia
that reward local excellence in journalism as a precursor
to the Walkley Awards for Excellence in Journalism each
year. She is responsible for developing partnerships
on these events and manages the entry and judging
process. Anna also manages Queensland-based Walkley
events including talks, media forums and student
days, as well as assisting with other Walkley events
as required. Anna also manages her Wicked Waffles
business on the side.
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Grant McCall

session
• WORKSHOP: From Excel to Excellence: How to
reduce the time, stress and expense of managing
your freelance business
After a decade of freelancing as a product designer,
photographer and developer, Grant was tired of battling
complicated accounting software made for larger
businesses.
In 2014 Grant set out to solve his own problem and built
Rounded - a simple accounting app made specifically for
Australian freelancers.
He quickly realised many others faced the same
struggle. Fast forward to 2018 and thousands of Aussie
freelancers and sole traders love using Rounded to run
their business.
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Katelin Mcinerney

session
• What are you worth?
Katelin graduated from the University of Wollongong in
2004 with a Bachelor of Arts (Honours).
An internship at the Illawarra Mercury turned into a fulltime appointment, as education reporter, and she also
covered news, features and community during her time
with the paper.
Katelin won a national award for her writing on education
for the Mercury. Katelin joined MEAA as an organiser in
2009, become the national lead organiser in 2012, and
stepped up as director in 2015. She is passionate about
protecting the rights of creative professionals.
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Chris Rattray

session
• The bigger picture
• WORKSHOP: Simple video editing techniques
As an MC for Supanova, Australia’s pre-eminent pop
culture convention, Chris had the honour to host panels
with many stars of the small and big screen from all over
the world, and apologises for none of the fun he had
while doing so.
As an actor, Chris Rattray has entertained in the lead
roles for Agatha Christie’s The Mousetrap, Sherlock
Holmes, Conan the Barbarian, and Starry Night: The
Final Hours of Vincent van Gogh by Stephen Beckett
Productions. As a writer, his original plays Terrible
Angels, Seth Wants a Toy, Coffin Text, Mere Oblivion, and
Mourning Star have disturbed and delighted audiences
alike.
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Tracey Spicer

sessions
• Women in Media Launch
• Trolls and digital security
• In Conversation: Behing Australia’s #Metoo
Tracey is an iconoclast whose TEDx Talk ‘The Lady
Stripped Bare’ has been seen by more than 4 million
people. Tracey has reported for, and anchored, national
news, current affairs and lifestyle programs for ABC TV,
Network Ten, Channel Nine and Sky News, as well as
talkback radio.
Her ‘full-frontal’ columns appear in metropolitan
newspapers and on opinion websites. The national cofounder and convenor of Women in Media, Tracey wrote
a best-selling memoir last year called The Good Girl
Stripped Bare. She’s currently leading a joint investigation
with the ABC and Fairfax Media into sexual misconduct in
Australia’s media and entertainment industries.
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Ryan and Lincoln Trainor

sessions
• In conversation: Trade your office for Bali
• The future of work
Ryan Trainor is the true definition of a serial entrepreneur
having built and exited several companies. His largest
exit was the sale of his workforce education venture
to Warren Buffet in 2011. Ryan is now a digital nomad
living between Australia and Bali with his wife and three
children.
Lincoln Trainor is a scientist and education entrepreneur
and former Lieutenant Commander in the Navy. Lincoln
retired from the military after 18 years of dedicated
service and fell into entrepreneurship at 36
Ryan and Lincoln have recently co-founded BSchool
(Education Design Lab) and Udify (Global EdTech
Platform) with the aim of making education accessible
and affordable to a worldwide audience.
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Sue White

sessions
• WORKSHOP: Media training 101
• In Conversation: Trade your office for Bali
• Workshop: How to get started as a travel writer
Sue White is an Australian freelance journalist whose
work has been published everywhere from ABC to Vogue.
She writes weekly for the SMH and The Age, and has
interviewed everyone from media doyenne Ita Buttrose
through to Julian Assange’s lawyer. Sue is also a widely
published travel writer and columnist, member of the
Australian Society of Travel Writers, and is currently the
resident travel writing expert on ABC Evenings radio in
NSW and the ACT.
A skilled freelancer who understands how to develop
multiple income streams, Sue also operates Media
Bootcamp and teaches at the Australian Writers’ Centre.
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Catherine Zengerer

session
• In Conversation: Behind Australia’s #MeToo

Catherine Zengerer is a radio producer and broadcaster
with a passion for telling stories and a delight in new
ideas. Catherine’s radio career spans over ten years
in Adelaide, Sydney and now in Tasmania where she
currently produces ABC Local Radio’s Statewide
Mornings program.
Before working for the ABC she freelanced as a publicist,
media trainer, MC & facilitator with her business,
Uncanny Media, which she co-founded in 2011. She is a
self-confessed social media addict and cat lover.
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